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Chapter 2071 The Infinite Forge! Ll 

Through his own actions, his enemies would only get stronger! 

The only way for him to keep up or exceed their augmentations was for him to have stronger base 

Values, and for him to have understood many more Laws. 

His foundation continued to grow stronger and stronger the more Dimensional Layers he held, his base 

Values being increased explosively along with the loosening of the restrictions on the number of 

Ascendancy Stanchions and Reality Passages. 

The number of these concepts were also altered as while Noah infused all the Authorities he could into 

the Lemniscate Epitaph for the forging of the Infinite Forge and waited for the results, he finished 

reading the rest of the prompts for the boons of forming the Fifth Dimensional Layer. 

<Your Affinity to the Natural Laws of Reality has risen greatly!> 

<Your Affinity to the Decretum of all Dimensions has risen greatly!> 

<Your Maximum Number of Ascendancy Stanchions is now 1,000.> 

<Your Maximum Number of Infinite Reality Passages is now 1,680.> 

<The Quintessential Natural Born Infinite Mana Physique is Devouring the Apollyon Essence and Refining 

its authority.> 

<Your Dimensional Body and Soul continue to experience a profound strengthening and elevation.> 

Like a weapon, he continued to be forged in the most pristine manner as he truly didn't know where he 

would be when he had forged all 9 Dimensions! 

And now, he just wanted to increase the number of his resources to rely on as after preparing 

everything, his full attention went on the blooming Reality Altering Construct. 

A construct that tool in multiple Absolute Authorities at this juncture, the question was about its 

stability. 

With the Essence of a Decreta, a Fundamental Natural Law, a Pure Undefined Authority...and even 

authorities under Noah, the mixture of it was very volatile! 

They now mixed and clashed trying to achieve harmony as Noah wasn't stumped or out of ideas on how 

to do so. 

How does one achieve balance? 

How does the very fabric of Reality keep in check its myriad of essences?  

HUUM! 

Noah's body was already giving off many grand rays of light, but he now began to release beams of blue 

as Absolute Mana Authority came into the picture. 
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The Fundamental Natural Law that was utilized by the very fabric of Reality to keep a balance and had a 

constant concept of essence conversion into different forms! 

Essence was neither created nor destroyed, simply changed into different forms! 

At this juncture, Noah wanted Manadynamics to Fundamentally change and transform the many 

mixtures of Authorities at the core of the Infinite Forge into something bound only to it. 

Into something unique that had the chance to even exceed the previous True Emperor that had 

designed the Golden Forge! 

<...!> 

Blinding and luminous rays of light shone with Noah at the center. 

They expanded to cover the vast Cosmos and went to the far reaches of the newly established Dream 

Dimension. 

It was a light of grandeur announcing the arrival of something shocking. 

Something fantastical! 

It bathed Noah's visage and everything around him as over half of the cerulean Lemniscate Epitaph 

became painted gold. 

And then...the prompts rolled in. 

<You have designed the second greatest Reality Altering Construct in the Age of Quintessence that 

surpasses constructs of the Olden Era!> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age significantly decreases.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age significantly decreases.> 

<The Holder of the strongest Reality Altering Construct of the Age of Quintessence has also been 

notified of a construct near theirs in power.> 

...! 

Noah's grand will as well as Eowyn's became utterly shocked. 

Everything came to a pause as even though a radiant light continued to permeate from his figure, it 

seemed to have lost some of its luster! 

Prompts he had never before seen or expected bloomed as for the first time ever- his direct actions 

actually caused him a significant decrease in his authority as an Emperor. 

He had achieved something grand...but he actually lost authority instead! 

It was for no reason other than the fact that even though his construct was ridiculous and even unique 

across the Ages, it was not unmatched in this Age of Quintessence! 

It was not Quintessential! 



So he as the Quintessential Kainos Emperor...shockingly lost some of his authority. 

<Impossible...> 

Eowyn's voice echoed out in a stupor as even she couldn't believe it. 

It wasn't feasible. It wasn't probable! 

He had utilized so many authorities, as well as an essence that had metaphorically unshackled some 

Anchors from the Desolate Mausoleum! 

So how…could an existence have already forged a reality-altering construct that even he only came close 

to in terms of power? 

A tremendous setback came at a point of great achievement and joy as Noah's eyes shone with tyranny. 

<It doesn't matter.> 

WAA! 

Noah spoke out grandly as his will went towards the Infinite Forge. 

It was only in its initial stages as it could be developed further. It could be enhanced further! 

Even though shocking possibilities now bloomed with this new information, Noah could still design 

something that in the future…would be unmatched. 

That it would be Quintessential! 

— 

Far away from Noah, within a Dimension. 

Billions of stellar cosmic suns floated endlessly for light years as they rotated in a unique manner with 

one another around an established center. 

A center that held a bright singularity that was ever changing, the visage of an existence barely being 

made out as their will was roused at this juncture! 

It was roused as before its eyes, this being could feel the fabric of Reality relay information to him 

through his Authority. 

Information that roughly translated to… 

<A Reality Altering Construct nearing yours in power has been forged.> 

<Your Reality Altering Construct remains Quintessential in this Age!> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age quintessentially increases!> 

…! 

HOOONG! 



The billions of sun rotating released stupendous beams of light as they were instantly sucked into the 

center they were rotating around, the being at the core of it all having his eyes and will veiled, but one 

could sense genuine surprise from him! 

Chapter 2072 The Lnfinite Forge! Lll 

A somewhat somber atmosphere permeated the radiant surroundings as Seas of violent essence calmed 

down around Noah. 

The Lemniscate Epitaph in his soul pulsed with authority and grandeur, the Fourth construct added into 

it causing Providence to surge around Noah! 

When one looked at all the radiance around him, they would not believe that what he had forged was 

actually only second best in this Age and Era, and even he accepted it with a tinge of doubt and open-

mindedness as it was just that unbelievable. 

<It has to be something that resulted from augmentations not found in the Barren Lands.> 

WAA! 

Lavalliere's voice echoed out as one could still feel her shock. 

<Otherwise, it would make no sense with the Authorities you have utilized to construct your Infinite 

Forge!> 

Her theory was a simple yet grand one as Noah listened silently, the possibilities being many as his eyes 

flashed. 

"No matter." 

His will surged as it rushed into the depths of his soul to see the Lemniscate Epitaph that half shone with 

a grandeur of gold. 

"Let us first see the construct that is unique across the past Ages…" 

He would see. 

He had placed his designs and aided in its formation, but he still did not know just what boons it could 

have as his will commanded the construct to unveil itself at this juncture! 

[<Infinite Forge>:: A Reality Altering Construct with its foundations etched in Absolute Loot Authority, 

Absolute Dream Authority, Absolute Providence Authority, Absolute Mana Authority, and other forms of 

Undefined authorities as it exceeds any constructs from previous Ages and only comes second to a 

construct formed at the beginning of the Age of Quintessence. It was based on the designs of the Reality 

Altering Construct of the Golden Forge that Caterina the Great had built which eventually aided her in 

obtaining the Seat of the True Emperor. The starting point of the Infinite Forge is much greater as it 

exceeds its predecessor, with the possibility of advancement making it possible to entirely exceed many 

Reality Altering Constructs across the Ages. Its purpose is to weave the fabric of Reality daily to release 

providential Loot across the Ages, with the many authorities placed into this Forge allowing for the 

chance to attain Ultimate Loot that rarely arose across the Ages…] 
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[...Every 24 Hours, the following Loot will be passively generated in the Infinite Forge that the user can 

enter to remove or allow to passively accumulate over time: <10 Transcendent True Vitality 

Flasks>(100% Chance to Generate), <50 Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas>(100% Chance to 

Generate), <500 Golden Dimensional Reality Panaceas>(100% Chance to Generate), <10,000x Ingots of 

MANANIUM>(100% Chance to Generate), <1x Random Transcendent DHARMA Relic>(100% Chance to 

Generate), <1x Random Absolute Dimensional Relic>(100% Chance to Generate), <1x Random Connate 

Dimensional Relic>(25% Chance to Generate), <1x Random Transcendent Skill Tree of a True 

Emperor>(25% Chance to Generate), <1x Modus Operandi of Previous Ages>(25% Chance to Generate), 

<1x Random ZENITH Dimensional Lineage>(10% Chance to Generate),<1x Random ZENITH Reality 

Lineage>(10% Chance to Generate), <1x Natural Decretum Complete Understanding Crystal>(1% Chance 

to Generate), <1x Absolute Connate Reality Relic>(.01% Chance to Generate), <1x Absolute Connate 

Dimensional Relic>(.01% Chance to Generate), and <10x Crimson Dimensional Reality Panaceas>(.01% 

Chance to Generate). Your own fortune and Providence will determine which Loot you will attain daily, 

where those with a high Providence Value can enjoy Ultimate Loot that has a small percent chance of 

generating daily from the River of Providence. The types of Loot will also undergo changes and variation 

based on the Loot that you come across every few days…] 

…! 

A lengthy description with bundles of glorious loot showed itself as it showed an overabundance of 

possibilities! 

Everything listed above…Noah could attain daily for the Loot that had a 100% Chance to Generate and 

the ones that had a low chance to generate would all depend on his Providence Value! 

The Value that was increased by 2,000% by the Fundamental Natural Law of Providence. 

What exactly was Noah's Providence Value? 

Similar to his Destiny, Fate, Karma, and Fortune- it was Undefined! 

So Noah truly did not know where he stood, or if in the coming days he would ever get his hands on the 

loot that had the 1% or .01% Chance to Generate. 

<The first utilization of the Infinite Forge will grant the Loot of a full 24-hour cycle, would you like to 

receive the generated loot?> 

With his eyes focused on the Lemniscate Epitaph, this loot arose as the first grand surprise revealed 

itself! 

The birth of this System was a unique one as it already had the rewards of a 24 Hour Cycle at its 

conception, and Noah wanted to see just what would come out of the Infinite Forge as his will agreed to 

receive its rewards 

HUUM! 

A profound light of resonance and Providence shone as Noah's figure became covered by a spatial light 

and began folding in on itself. 



The Lemniscate Epitaph in his soul shone brightly as it sucked in Noah's whole body, his visage 

disappearing from the Dimensional Holy Land and appearing in an entirely new location! 

When his eyes opened, he found himself in a radiant domain filled with golden luminescence and 

grandeur. 

His feet were sunken into a floor of crystalline golden stellar liquid that had mountains of Loot rising 

throughout it, where Noah could see Seeds of Realities, Grotto Nacres, Grotto Panaceas, and many 

other lesser loot that wouldn't grant him much- it wasn't listed on the description of the Infinite Forge, 

but loot like this was on this location forming mountains! 

The light of loot shone on this golden stellar floor that stretched out endlessly as the surrounding skies 

were a stellar void of space- the stars being points of shining light from different loot as the brightest 

area of all…was directly before Noah's eyes where he could see a massive spinning golden Lemniscate 

Epitaph. 

A spinning golden infinity symbol that released vibrant waves of loot light, the two circles within it 

covered by a luminescent golden film of light that began to shine at this moment while the symbol spun! 

<The Loot of a 24 Hour Cycle shall be Generated> 

Chapter 2073 The Lnfinite Forge! LV 

<The Loot of a 24 Hour Cycle shall be Generated> 

A booming voice and prompt appeared in the stellar golden void as while surrounded by mountains of 

loot, Noah began to see shining bundles of light fly out from the spinning Infinity Symbol! 

Bundles of Loot that smashed onto the golden planar floor he was on that already had mountains of 

loot. 

<10 Transcendent True Vitality Flasks have been generated.> 

  <50 Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas have been generated.> 

  <500 Golden Dimensional Reality Panaceas have been generated.> 

  <10,000x Ingots of MANANIUM have been generated>... 

10 verdant gold flasks that shone with the grandeur of life sunk onto the liquid gold floor along with 50 

Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas, 500 Golden Dimensional Reality Panaceas, and 10,000 

incandescent cerulean metalloids that looked like blue cylindrical cubes that released profound waves of 

pure mana! 

All of the Loot that had a 100% Chance of being Generated was generated as while the rest of them 

came, Noah's figure arrived before the cerulean Ingots of MANANIUM that were vastly different in size 

compared to the Ingots of NULLINIUM. 

<Ingots of MANANIUM>:: Advanced metalloids born from pure Mana that has been condensed and 

refined to an even greater level. 10,000 Ingots of MANANIUM can be smelted to birth Mana Armaments 
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of varying quality depending on the Blacksmith. This loot has a 100% Chance to Generate daily in the 

Infinite Forge of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor… 

Metalloids that could be utilized to smelt Mana Armaments! 

It meant Noah would be returning the Blacksmith's Forge of the Infinite Dimensional Reality soon as 

apart from making new weapons, he wanted to see if materials line MANANIUM and NULLINIUM could 

be utilized in addition to Relics to refine RUINATION into a grander Relic. 

SHIING! 

While in his thoughts, the light of loot shone as after the loot with 100% Chance of generating came, the 

time to see which, if any of the lower percentage chance to generate loot would appear! 

And Noah's Providence was not so low as the spinning Infinity symbol that was the representation of the 

Infinite Forge spat out vibrant points of light that landed on the golden loot floor. 

<The Connate Dimensional Relic Halo of Elysium has been generated.> 

<The ZENITH Niflheim Dimensional Lineage of the Imperial Undead Gu has been generated.> 

…! 

A pause appeared after these two bundles of light as the golden infinity symbol trembled with authority! 

From Noah's body, Seas of Providence erupted at this juncture as they bathed the mountains of loot, a 

prompt rising before his eyes as one more bundle of light began to form! 

<Providence has shone upon you.> 

<1 Natural Decretum Complete Understanding Crystal has been generated.> 

WAA! 

<The Generation of Loot has ended for the previous 24 Hour Cycle.> 

With an arc of a profound light, a loot bundle that held a hexagonal crystal the size of Cosmos floated in 

space. 

The crystal was swirling with pure white and gold essences that seemed to morph into different colors 

every second, Noah's eyes not being able to leave it as he focused on this Loot! 

<Natural Decretum Complete Understanding Crystal>:: Grand and true to its name to some extent, this 

loot will allow for the instant and complete understanding of any Decreta or Natural Law, while granting 

50% Understanding to Fundamental Natural Laws. It has a 1/100 Chance to Generate in the Infinite 

Forge of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor… 

A single loot that would allow one to fully understand a Decretum or Natural Law! 

It was a ridiculous thing to have access to as Noah only got a limited number of Pure Quintessential 

Kainos Natural Decretum Seeds when he was forging his Dimensional Layers. 

And this loot was even more obscene than that! 



This…was what came from the Infinite Forge. 

This was the second best construct of this Age as apart from this ridiculous Loot, Noah also got a 

Connate Dimensional Relic and a ZENITH Dimensional Lineage! 

One was a dazzling golden halo of light that had sunk into a mountain of Grotto Nacres to the left of 

Noah, while the ZENITH Lineage was contained in a bundle of a circular crystalline object that had 

surging Obsidian green blood bubbling within. 

It was a Dimensional Bloodline with connections to the Niflheim Dimension as it would be absorbed by 

Noah's own ZENITH Quintessential Kainos Emperor Bloodline, all of its boons assimilated into him as 

Noah walked to this Loot next after he took the Natural Decretum Complete Understanding Crystal. 

His Tri-Pupiled eyes were filled with stellar light as he appeared next to the Obsidian green crystal and 

placed his hands on it, a devouring force erupting out to already devour this ZENITH Lineage as Noah 

peered into its description. 

<Imperial Undead Gu>:: A Mutated Royal Lineage from the Niflheim Dimension that appeared in the Age 

of Misery. This Lineage had risen unexpectedly and extremely fast due to their unique nature, coming to 

control all Undead Races within the Niflheim Dimension within a million years as a Dimensional Hellion 

Ruler was born from it with the goal of spreading its influence across Dimensions. The mutated nature of 

the Imperial Undead Gu was deemed a threat by the Dimensional Conclave due to its destructive nature 

and base desire for domination and destruction, which prompted the Imperial Undead Gu Dimensional 

Hellion Ruler to face the might of the 8 Dimension as its whole Lineage was cleansed and eradicated 

from the eons of history. An Imperial Undead Gu is a unique mutation of an Undead Prion Insectoid 

whose attacks carried Neurodegenerative Niflheim Damage Values that were especially penetrative 

against the soul of Undead beings- implanting itself into its enemy mind and slowly eroding it to its 

bidding… 

 …! 

A unique and horrendous Lineage that was shockingly deemed a threat by all other Dimensions eons 

ago! 

The vicious Obsidian green blood was all devoured clean into Noah's body as his visage began to tremble 

at this juncture. 

His golden grandeur was momentarily overshadowed by a verdant black light as even his Tri-Pupiled 

eyes released a grandeur of back and green! 

<The ZENITH Lineage of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor is assimilating the ZENITH Lineage of the 

Imperial Undead Gu.> 

<The standing of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor is rising in the stage of ZENITH.> 

Chapter 2074 Wars And Alliances! L 

<The ZENITH Lineage of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor is assimilating the ZENITH Lineage of the 

Imperial Undead Gu.> 

<The standing of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor is rising in the stage of ZENITH.> 
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…! 

These prompts bloomed as a Lineage that the Dimensional Conclave agreed to wipe out was assimilated 

into Noah! 

Noah did not know what lay beyond ZENITH as a Bloodline with this rank was assimilated into his own, 

nor whether such a ranking was achievable in the Desolate Mausoleum or entirely outside of it. 

What he did know…was that any Lineages that had reached this stage were not to be underestimated! 

Especially ones that were eradicated due to their nature. 

So what exactly would the ZENITH Lineage of the Imperial Undead Gu grant? 

<The Bloodline of the Imperial Undead Gu is broken down and fully assimilated as its best features have 

been added to the Quintessential Kainos Emperor, with all negative aspects removed.> 

HUUM! 

Noah's regal humanoid body released stellar waves of Obsidian green power as his very skin was pulsing 

rapidly! 

It was his visage asking for permission to transform, even if it was just once- and he granted it 

permission. 

RIIIP! 

His magisterial figure ripped open as a form with Obsidian green scales bloomed, its size massive as still 

within the Domain of the Infinite Forge, Noah's size began to increase towards something far vaster than 

even a Cosmos! 

<The feature of Quintessential Pathogenicity has been granted.> 

<The feature of Neural Encroachment has been granted.> 

 <The ZENITH Lineage of the Imperial Undead Gu has been fully assimilated.> 

HOOOO! 

Like a blowing of a horn announcing in return, the titanic visage of a monstrous beauty that Noah was 

currently adorned as bellowed out with fervor! 

Its scales shone with a stellar Obsidian green grandeur as the bottom of this body looked like a sharp 

insectoid stinger, the whole body enlarging as it went towards the top as it seemed triangular in stature. 

Midway, wings of pure green stellar light could be seen as they had traces of a gray-black essence- a 

Dimensional Essence as it could only be Niflheim! 

Towards the top, a head like circular structure formed as its two eyes upfront took up the most 

structure- over a hundred pupils shining dangerously within these eyes as it was extremely eerie to look 

at! 



Yet even in this grotesque-looking form of an Imperial Undead Gu, ten green illusory crowns dripping 

with venomous essence rotated above its head and gave this form immense grandeur and authority for 

any that gazed at it. 

<Hmm…> 

Noah's voice was raspy and filled with sharpness as he gazed at himself, what he loved the most about 

this form being its Innate link to the Niflheim Dimension as its body alone had parts that were supported 

by this essence! 

It meant that he could generate this essence now as the Sixth Dimensional Layer was decided! 

And at the completion of this layer…a major crossroads would present itself to Noah. 

Because the completion of the Sixth Layer presented the chance of Integration to the Decreta and 

Natural Laws that Noah fully understood. 

To the extent that the process would actually be Natural! 

But after seeing the efforts of a previous Irregular that ended in failure, would Noah really choose the 

same route as everyone else? 

Would he truly integrate himself with Nature…or would he stand by his Tyrannical nature and integrate 

Nature himself?! 

Well, there was the issue of True Death when this was attempted Ages ago that he had to solve. 

This was a thought among many surging within Noah's mind for his next steps as his focus came back to 

the Imperial Undead Gu- and the features it added to his Lineage. 

<Quintessential Pathogenicity>:: Your will has gained the recognition and form of a Pathogenic Will that 

can innately invade and dominate the Souls of those it is exposed to. Even a small exposure of your Will 

can silently latch onto others as if it is not eradicated, it can grow stronger in potency and eventually 

begin dominating the intended target. Your will has birthed the feature of Neurodegeneration to 

achieve this as your Damage Values have gained the capability to transform into Neurodegenerative 

Niflheim Damage Values, a subset of Dimensional Damage Values achievable by those closest to the 

Source of Niflheim. Neurodegenerative Damage Values are capable of lacing your Pathogenic Will unto 

others as if 80% of their True Vitality Values are erased with this Damage Value, their minds would 

already be heavily encroached upon by your Will as they will come under your control… 

<Neural Encroachment>:: An active ability to spread and encroach your will unto others. Those whose 

soul strength is much lesser compared to yours will be greatly affected as their minds fall under your 

reign, with those stronger capable of denying your encroachment. If your encroaching will is not erased 

by those stronger than you, the feature of Quintessential Pathogenicity will display over time with an 

increase in potency and the gradual breakdown of the target's will. This ability is extremely effective 

against Undead Races due to its resonance with the Imperial Undead Gu, with the base cost to cast 

being 1 Billion Units of the Essence of Reality, with the cost ranging upwards depending on the soul 

strength of the intended target. A single cast can apply to one being or a wide range of beings clustered 

in a single area… 



Two shocking abilities were born from the assimilation of the Imperial Undead Gu Lineage as Noah 

gained ridiculous boons! 

Boons that would make his aims in the Niflheim Dimension move in a much easier fashion as he had 

gained a powerful weapon against the Undead. 

The only caveat was that Lilith was enacting a final war for this Dimension as all her forces were moving 

onto a grand conflict, and Noah saw himself using this time to learn more about the strength of this 

being- and just how ridiculously stronger her strength was brought to after the dissolution of the Dream 

Dimension as an Anchor! 

Chapter 2075 Wars And Alliances! Ll 

At this juncture, Noah was still in his relatively peaceful period of break before jumping into any major 

conflicts. 

As his Clones were finishing the NULLITY Beasts and securing loot on this side, he collected the Loot 

from the Infinite Forge while continuing his plans on using this peaceful period to accomplish many 

things and optimize his power. 

When he stepped out into a major conflict again…his strength had to be strides where it was now! 

HUUM! 

Essence exploded out as the massive form of an Imperial Undead Gu disappeared, Noah's stellar 

humanoid visage taking its place once more as he began to give out commands to his own Will and to 

the Infinite Dimensional Reality. 

The first command was a heavy one as he would follow it closely, and maybe not even bring it to 

completion until he decided what he wanted to do! 

His fair hands moved his fingers as the gray-black essence of Niflheim arose from it, his words flowing 

out serenely. 

"Designate the Niflheim Dimension as the Sixth Dimensional Layer. Begin its formation…" 

WAA! 

He had the resources, so he would begin to build it! As it went towards completion…he would decide 

just what path he wished to take when it came to the Integration of Decreta and Natural Laws. 

Thereafter… 

"Let the Blacksmith's Forge burn brightly once more, recall RUINATION and prepare the sacrificial Relics 

and the Ingots of NULLINIUM and MANANIUM…" 

…! 

Noah took a small pause at this as he gazed at the smoothly spinning golden infinity symbol inside the 

Infinite Forge, continuing soon after! 

"Bring the Oathkeeper and the Primordial Disk as well…let us see if Providence has anything in store." 
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More and more commands came out of him as he planned to get many things accomplished in this 

period of time! 

"Infuse the Essence of Providence into the Nomological Edicts of the Opulent Emperor, Pathfinder, and 

the Causal Nexus Emperor." 

Yes! 

He had seen how fantastical Providence was as he had to make it more pervasive in his concepts and 

utilize it to the fullest! 

Along with this thought process… 

"Strip Polarity from the Nomological Edict of the Dictum Emperor and Infuse Providence into it." 

Command after command left his mouth as many pieces began moving. 

Even more actions were bound to be completed during this juncture as Stanchions were filled while 

Reality Passages were built towards the maximum number! 

Noah did all this as in the Desolate Mausoleum and 8 Dimensions, the weaving of destiny became 

chaotic as Providence was silently divided across countless existences. 

— 

Alliances were bound to be forged, and wars would continue to reign. 

This was the truth of Reality itself as in the long history of many Ages, War was always the one constant! 

In the Niflheim Dimension, the very cold and deathly waves of gray essence seemed to be churning and 

moving as countless Legions of Dimensional Races moved. 

Along with them, some of the Ancient Races that used to reign over the Desolate Mausoleum at the 

beginning of the Age of Destiny also moved with them as there were those on the side of Lilith, and 

there were others that had made their alliances to the Niflheim Dimensional Rulers! 

All Legions moved at this junction to decide the fate of the Niflheim Dimension after one of its most 

influential Rulers decided she could not wait any longer. 

The Niflheim Dimension was unique in the manner that it didn't have reigning Dimensional Rulers loyal 

to this Dimension, and it instead had the influence of multiple Dimensional Hellion Rulers who sought to 

expand their influence as it was a true land of death. 

It was why Undead Races thrived the most among all others in this Dimension as over the years, the 

conflicts were too many and the deaths were countless. 

All those who did not face true death simply became part of the Legions of Lich Emperors and other 

Royal Races of the Niflheim Dimension! 

Currently, Noah was mixed within the Legions of the Kun Pengs as a Commander, the visage of Valdez 

Tepez beside him as they watched the grand and majestic crimson gold colors of the Kun Pengs actually 



mixed in the middle of Undead Legions that currently gazed with killing intent towards Seas of other 

Legions opposing them from afar. 

The numbers were well over quadrillions when it came to the scale of this war as all 3 Dimensional 

Hellion Rulers were involved for supremacy! 

The position that Noah and Valdez were in seemed small when looking at the number of Legions as the 

forces that Lilith had amassed and the Niflheim Dimensional Rulers she had put under her 

dominance…their forces stretched out for countless light years! 

The only thing that currently separated all these forces was a massive, deathly cold gray river that was a 

focal point in the Niflheim Dimension. 

It was a landmark that was only known as Thanatos. 

An endlessly churning river holding dense Niflheim Dimensional Essence and even arcs of Absolute 

Niflheim Authority at its depths as one could see it constantly expanding from one end of the Dimension 

to the other! 

Even weak Undead could be lost in this River as it was a movement to many wars in the past. 

And it was the same thing now as quadrillions of existences of many races stood on either side, where in 

the deathly gray skies above them- the illusory forms of astounding authorities were displayed like 

massive Cosmos. 

It was the auras of Dimensional Rulers that acted as support for the many Legions on the ground below. 

On one side of Thanatos, a crimson gold aura could be seen standing at the forefront as it was bigger 

and more resplendent than any others here, with two purple auras of Avalon beside it and Six gray black 

auras of the Niflheim Dimension spread out alongside them! 

It was Lilith with 8 Dimensional Rulers fighting beside her as opposing them on the other side of 

Thanatos were two blazing gray auras that lost to her in grandeur, but they were powerful! 

It was the other two Dimensional Hellion Rulers who wished to spread their influence in the Niflheim 

Dimension and other Dimensions as since they stood on the same side at this moment…it naturally 

meant they were standing together to match the terror of Lilith in order to not hand her the keys to 

reigning over the Niflheim Dimension! 

Behind these two Dimensional Hellion Rulers, the auras of 10 Nature Integration Realm existences 

blared madly in the gray skies as in terms of pure numbers, they exceeded the forces of Lilith through 

this alliance. 

<Is this all you have, Mad Queen? You cannot pull your other pieces from Avalon or Fantasia to face us? 

Or leave your home defenseless with your Main Body to come here? This is why you shouldn't stretch 

out your influence so much to try and achieve things like your father!> 

A resonant and deathly bellow emerged from the other side of Thanatos as one of the Dimensional 

Rulers released waves of mental attacks forward. 



At the same time, Providence began to surge as amidst the countless Legions below, Noah couldn't help 

but raise his head as he noticed the Wills of Dimensional Rulers beginning to move! 

Chapter 2076 Wars And Alliances! Lll 

The fight for a Dimension was accelerated in timing as tremendously powerful forces stood on each side 

of the Endless River that ran across the Niflheim Dimension- Thanatos! 

Three Dimensional Hellion Rulers that always fought for dominion in this Dimension were now gazing 

upon a final conflict as to stand a chance- two had to join hands in order to withstand the tyranny of the 

Dimensional Deceiver- of the Mad Queen! 

The one who had spoken in a derisive tone was the Dimensional Hellion Ruler born in the Niflheim 

Dimension, the Emperor of Undead Legions and the Lich Emperor of Niflheim- Mors! 

He was the dominating force in the Niflheim Dimension before Lilith's influence gradually increased over 

time. 

His illusory form in the skies was massive as it showed a magisterial enshrouded skeletal Emperor with a 

throne of bones behind him, countless flaming skulls forming a sea of bones behind him as they varied 

in races and forms- almost as if it was all the beings he had killed over the years! 

His skeletal form itself was enshrouded in magisterial Obsidian smoke as only his pristine flaming 

crimson eyes could be made out, his voice raspy and cackling as he continued. 

<I feel like breaking a legend today, do you care to allow me the chance to do so, Mad Queen?> 

His confidence was high. 

His grandeur was glorious as behind him, he held Legions that also totaled quadrillions as they included 

many Niflheim Dimensional Races as well as a portion of the Ancient Races! 

But more than this, he stood with another Dimensional Hellion Ruler. 

The Mirror of Death, Calikan. A Dimensional Hellion Ruler that was actually a product of the Imperial 

Dimensional Mirare Lineage of the Mirror Dimension and the Golden Undead Dragoons of the Niflheim 

Dimension! 

His true form was a massive silver gold dragon that could encompass the vast skies of this region, but he 

was currently in the form of a dashing middle aged man with a sharp expression, his Will seemingly 

ready to attack at any time. 

The two of them and 10 Dimensional Rulers behind them while Lilith only had herself and 8 Rulers in 

total. With the Nature Integration Realm experts she brought occupied, both he and The Mirror of 

Death could siege Lilith's body along with two other Rulers as today…was not a day that they faced 

defeat! 

So the Lich Emperor of Niflheim gazed at Lilith with eyes burning with confidence and grandeur as at this 

juncture… 

HUUUM! 
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The massive form of Lilith became clear. 

Her visage seemed to always have variations as a demoness with four crimson gold horns rising to the 

skies could be seen, beautiful butterfly-like wings stretching out behind her with majesty and potent 

auras of Fundamental Natural Laws! 

Her expression was a cold one filled with apathy as before her own Legions and the Legions of the 

Dimensional Hellion Rulers, she spoke nonchalantly. 

<Apart from OPPENHEIMER, many of you neglect the Parallel Paths and the many bundles of knowledge 

and opportunity they provide.> 

…! 

Her words began cryptically as a devilish authority began to pulse around her body. 

<My father grew proficient enough in Parallel Paths that he was even able to call other versions of him 

to fight alongside his battles. I don't have the talent he had…but I was able to peer across the many 

paths and learn some things. I was able to know of many secrets and renowned existences whose 

movements shaped the Ages past.> 

WAA! 

The many Legions in the surroundings began to move in an unsettling manner as even the Dimensional 

Rulers both standing beside her and those opposing her began to feel the winds of tenseness! 

This was especially so for the Lich Emperor of Niflheim, Mors, and the Mirror of Death, Calikan! 

They felt the tides of destiny shifting. 

They felt the weaving of Providence begin to surge. 

They felt a radiant and heavy essence being released from Lilith as the Absolute Niflheim Authority was 

actually embroiled within it, all of it going together to form a massive gateway before her figure! 

<A particular existence I came across was particularly different from the rest as their Providence set 

them up for something greater. One of the candidates who would have become the True Emperor in the 

past Age… had OPPENHEIMER not existed. In some Parallel Paths, he was even destined enough to 

attain the Seat of a True Emperor. The Will and Destiny of such a being is grand as even in death, they 

can find no respite.> 

Her eyes turned utterly chilling as a devilish smile bloomed on her lips. 

On the cold gray earth below, amidst the countless Legions- Noah's own heart began to beat wildly as he 

also felt the changes in the very fabric of Reality, the gateway before Lilith expanding massively as a 

heart shaking aura began to come out from it. 

<Today…you shall see what a being who had become the True Emperor in other Paths is capable of.> 

WAA! 

A being that was destined to become the True Emperor had OPPENHEIMER not existed!  



A being that did become the True Emperor in some Parallel Paths! Such an existence stepped out of the 

massive gateway as the Essence of Niflheim was potent, the aura of an extremely powerful Undead 

being present as on top of this heavy aura of death, incandescent golden flows of destiny and 

Providence wrapped around the very feet of this being as his Visage slowly became visible to all. 

It was….the Visage of a Commander. 

A Commander who at the end of his life, his body became wrapped in a Dimensional Gateway and 

disappeared. 

What happened to his body? The answer to who had gotten their hands on it was revealed at this 

juncture! 

HOOONG! 

Surges of Providence whipped into storms as clad in an Obsidian Armament shining with waves of 

Fundamental Absolute Authority and holding onto a massive Obsidian sword releasing the same ecstatic 

waves of power, the profile of an existence lost through the eons of history reappeared!!! 

Chapter 2077 Wars And Alliances! LV 

His skin was pale and cold with a bit of dim radiance as his eyes were apathetic and had lost their bright 

luster, but the dignified and royal grandeur he carried himself with could not be lost even in the ravages 

of time! 

<You ask me what cards I have up my sleeve?> 

WAA! 

The Devilish voice of Lilith continued to resound as her fair hands came behind this dignified figure who 

was surrounded by a deathly aura, wrapping around his head as if he was her possession entirely! 

<I give you a figure lost in the vicissitudes of Providence and time. I give you the Great Commander 

whose status has been elevated greatly by the Ancient Races since his death. I give you the would-be 

True Emperor of an Age that has passed….I give you Emperor Feng.> 

BOOOOM! 

The Legions below that were filled with the Remnants of the Ancient Races gazed forth in complete 

stupor. 

The faces of the Lich Emperor of Niflheim, Mors, and the Mirror of Death, Calikan- became extremely 

somber as the aura that could be felt from the figure revealed before them was extremely unsettling! 

Besides Noah, Valdez Tepez was trembling as the Great Commander whose will he thought had been 

carrying this whole time-the same Will that was actually passed down by Lilith…it actually seemed to 

hold some truth! 

<It cannot be…> 

Within the far reaches of Noah's mind, a tiny remnant sliver of the Olden Will that Noah found in the 

Forgotten Reality that had not been fully assimilated by the Infinite Dimensional Reality echoed out. 
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It was this will that Noah had withstood and resonated with the Will of the Great Commander. 

It was the Will that wanted to find out the fate of Commander Feng! 

<For his body to be desecrated as an Undead…it cannot be!> 

HUUM! 

A torn and hurtful wait resonated outwards as Lilith's single move was a shock to all! 

Noah's Origin also buzzed as the Destiny Link he had formed when he resonated with Commander 

Feng's Will weeks ago pulsed in wonder, his eyes releasing luminous waves of light as he carefully 

activated <I Am the Main Character> to peer into the many mysteries before him. 

As he did this, the ability that would be activated any time that he came across the Will and Destiny of 

Commander Feng activated. 

<Emperor's Aged Remembrance> activated as a portion of Noah's consciousness was pulled away into 

an entirely different location! 

It was pulled into a memory that occurred in the passage as it affirmed for him that what he saw before 

his eyes was nothing but the truth. 

— 

Some time within the Age of Destiny. 

In the folds of space between the Desolate Mausoleum and Dimensions. 

Arcs of multicolored essence weaved around a certain scene that showed an exquisite demoness 

twirling her fingers around the body of an existence whose very blood that continued to leak pulsed 

with life-force, every volume leaking out having dense ecritures of VITALITY burning within them as this 

being didn't seem dead with such an abundant life force in his blood! 

<I was wondering what this Fundamental Natural Treasure and Providence would lead me to. But 

you…I've seen you in some Parallel Paths, you should have not at all perished at this stage with such a 

destiny…> 

<Let's see, the one who did this to you was called…OPPENHEIMER, was it?> 

The eyes of Lilith shone with grandeur and Providence as she pulled up the scenes of what she saw 

before, her crimson tinted fingers taping her smooth chin as she gazed at the body of the Commander 

before her. 

<How did an existence that wasn't a Destined Emperor, much less a Chosen Emperor, kill someone like 

you? Hmm…> 

She sought knowledge. 

She sought to understand the workings of Reality and peer into the many secrets! 

<Well, no matter. If I can just take you and other Chosen and Destined Emperors I've collected to the 

Sources of multiple Dimensions, especially Niflheim…haha!> 



Her eyes were vibrant with plans and joy as before she continued any further… 

"Hmm?" 

At this juncture, the fabric of Reality trembled as Lilith's gaze that was on the body of the Great 

Commander shockingly turned towards Noah's direction where he was gazing upon everything. 

"Who?!" 

BOOOM! 

Violent essence surged as the Remembrance was shattered into Oblivion, Noah's portion of soul being 

thrown into a Continuum Storm as before everything disappeared, he was shown the body of the Great 

Commander one last time. 

He saw the eyes of this being that should contain no trace of life open for a brief nanosecond as they 

locked onto him, these eyes displaying an immense Will that relayed a message towards him! 

A message similar to the last time when he first attained <Emperor's Aged Remembrance> in the 

Forgotten Reality! 

<It is still possible to undo it all. One of the keys are the suppressed Natural Laws…lift their suppression 

and the path shall open.> 

WAA! 

A message that was a bit clearer than the one he received last time bloomed as everything shattered 

soon after! 

— 

Back in the Niflheim Dimension. 

Above the Endless River, Thanatos. 

The visage of the Great Commander shone with Absolute Fundamental Authority as he turned into a 

glimmer of light that instantly arrived on the other side of Thanatos, the targets being the shocked 

Dimensional Hellion Rulers as Lilith herself… 

Her eyes gave off a dangerous glint as she gazed critically at the Dimensional Rulers behind her and then 

those on the other side of the Endless River, her eyes eventually gazing at the endless Legions below as 

she spoke to herself! 

<Who…> 

…! 

The means and power of this being were unique as even when someone gazed at a scene from too 

many years ago, her gaze could still reach all this way as she showed tremendous care and attention to 

detail while she went for something she had wished to attain closeness to this whole time- the Source of 

Niflheim!  

Chapter 2078 Wars And Alliances! V 
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The Great Commander. 

It was a unique title that after realizing his actions against OPPENHEIMER and his past status, the 

Ancient Races had kept and even exemplified this title for Commander Feng! 

Then, there were the Primordials who among many other titles towards OPPENHEIMER, they also called 

him the Great Commander. 

  Two different beings sharing the same title. 

It would mean nothing if it was just this, but Lilith d just mentioned that if OPPENHEIMER did not exist, 

Commander Feng would have been the one to take the Seat of the True Emperor as frankly, he had even 

done so in other Paths! 

This begged the question…just what anomaly was OPPENHEIMER to change everything so drastically in 

the last Age? 

It was a question that didn't have much light shed on it as at this juncture, the Undead titled as Emperor 

Feng moved apathetically under Lilith's orders and swung his obsidian sword that released arcs of 

Entropy! 

His current power begged a lot of questions as he was nowhere near this point at his death, the power 

that this Undead Emperor Feng wielded only being a testament to the power of Lilith and her expertise 

with the Undead. 

The identity of the being in question was crucial, yes, but to allow an Undead under you to wield 

Absolute Fundamental Authority? Difficult! 

<I will take no prisoners today.> 

HOONG! 

Lilith's voice was resonant as it bellowed out like a horn across the battlefield. 

<Either bend the knee and join me or face true death and be reborn as an Undead. This is the only 

path.> 

With the Lich Emperor of Niflheim, Mors, and the Mirror of Death occupied by a shocking visage of 

Undead Emperor Feng, Lilith's body only blared forth waves of authority as she didn't even attack the 10 

Nature Integration experts brought to oppose her, with her figure floating forward and speaking in a 

threatening tone as she didn't even attack! 

Below them on the glacial gray earth and the raging Endless River, Suzerain Niflheim Commanders on 

her side bellowed out with fervor while the Suzerain Ancient Race Commanders still had blank looks and 

somber expressions as many felt like they were slapped on the face! 

To see the person they revered desecrated as an Undead…and they couldn't even speak up for him as 

the power of Lilith was something that even Nature Integration experts feared! 

The weakened Ancient Races of this Age…they only had connections to one or two Nature Integration 

experts, and they were all bound behind Lilith at this moment as they moved across the skies. 



Desolate. 

This was the feeling to be described as in the whole battlefield, the grandeur of a single demoness was 

shining brightly as her voice boomed out again. 

<Why fight to the death for the war and gains of another Ruler? When I dominate Niflheim, I will ask you 

to fight for me, but I will never ask you to put your life on the line. My battles do not require that as you 

can see. Make the decision now before my patience runs out and I join the battle…> 

…! 

Exceedingly beautiful and grandiose. 

Extremely deceptive! 

 <DECEIVER!> 

The Lich Emperor of Niflheim bellowed out as he conjured up multiple Nature Integration Remnant 

Undead around him to withstand the heavy Entropy surging around an apathetic Undead Emperor Feng 

who was weaving between him and the Mirror of Death smoothly. 

The Mirror of Death had already transformed into a radiant silver gold dragon with raging gray flames of 

Niflheim in its eyes as against the titanic visage of Undead Emperor Feng, they were both kept at bay! 

OOOOH! 

Below, the fervor reached a crescendo as the Legions that made up quadrillions surged towards the 

Endless River and its cold waters, a glorious war beginning above Thanatos as in the midst of all this, 

Noah was watching coldly! 

He roused Valdez and didn't let anything show as in this battle, he couldn't do too much to rouse Lilith's 

attention- but that didn't mean he couldn't get a lot of things done. 

<Quintessential Pathogenicity> and <Neural Encroachment>. 

The two new abilities he had gained from the ZENITH Lineage of a creature in this very Dimension who 

was deemed too dangerous by all other Dimensions! 

They bloomed to fruition at this moment as with their extreme usefulness against Undead, Noah 

planned to silently attach his Pathogenic Will onto the Legions of Quadrillions under Lilith and Her 

Dimensional Rulers before they even knew anything! 

If he wanted to stand out here to attain Loot or authority…the risks were nowhere near worth the 

rewards as unless he tried to take down Dimensional Rulers, mere Suzerains would not satiate him while 

putting his clone in danger and a straight path of Lilith. 

<Oh?> 

But there was one being who was moving with ferocity. 

As Noah's Pathogenic Will was spreading, he stopped his advance towards a certain direction where he 

saw an Undead Suzerain Dullahan Commander with blazing cerulean flames in his eyes. 



He knew those blue flames. 

The visage of the Great Usurper was mixed in the Quadrillions of Niflheim Lineages as he didn't have the 

same restriction as Noah and ran free! 

Multiple other Suzerain Undead Commanders showed similar blazing blue flames that showed this 

anomaly that was Eckert silently pressing his dominant will across many Legions, Noah choosing to not 

fight with someone who aided him in the past as the Legions here were many. 

There were more than enough for each of them! 

It was just that sometime in the future…Noah planned to have all of this under him. 

The Niflheim Dimension. 

The Mirror Dimension, Avalon, Elysium... 

All the remaining 8 Dimensions…he planned to have under his Infinite Dimensional Reality as even 

unique beings like Eckert would become part of his forces! 

His Tyrannical will raged with majesty as his eyes overlooked the battle of the Niflheim Dimension, his 

Will spreading out to dominate silently it seemed that the result of this battle was already set in stone! 

Away from this Dimension. 

In the void of space where the only Dream Dimension used to be. 

HUUUM! 

A low symphony of victory and dominance was dying down as the blue domains of the Magistracy of the 

Apocalyptic Blitzkriegs roster with beautiful infinity symbols…but the roars of Abominations could not be 

heard. 

Only the buzzing sound of grandeur was emanating outwards as the Clones of the Quintessential Kainos 

Emperor floated silently within these Domains, one in particular releasing waves of valor as he wielded 

the Dimensional Reality Xyston and the Sword of Avalon! 

His authority whipped around madly as all around him, the only thing left remaining of the abandoned 

Abominations was mere dust! 

Chapter 2079 Wars And Alliances! VI 

His valor was glorious as Dimensional Rulers talked amongst each other when he was moving before! 

Morgana was shaking her head while she spoke sharply towards Guinevere. 

<No damn way his True Realm was at Grotto Haven then nor is it now. With his distinctions and titles, he 

should rank in the same stage as Nature Integration Realm existences!> 

Morgana had accepted the strength this being showed that entered into boundaries of Nature 

Integration existences, and she now focused on the aspect that he was always this powerful when they 

met him! 
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Otherwise, the truth would make others feel too inadequate. 

The cold eyes of Guinevere raised at Morgana's words as she replied while gazing at the far away figure 

floating amidst the cerulean domains. 

<No matter what his power was or currently is, it doesn't change the distinction that he revealed to us 

before nor does it change his status as Imperius Avallonis. If you don't have anything constructive to say 

or contribute, just fall in line.> 

Her words were filled with authority as Morgana stared at this being she nearly considered as an older 

sister in shock! 

Did…did the title of Imperius Avallonis truly mean so much to her to continue treating the holder of the 

Sword of Avalon like this? Were all Avalon Dimensional Rulers supposed to follow his words 

unquestionably from now on due to this?  

It was a hard concept to grasp for most Nature Integration Realm existences who were experts of the 

Desolate Mausoleum and 9 Dimensions…for them to be placed and follow the lead of another! 

Yet the being that had risen this time around was just… 

Their eyes went back to him. 

The cerulean domains began to fade as his Clones did so as well, only one clone as well as the Avalon 

Dimensional Chassis wielding the Dimensional Reality Xyston and the Sword of Avalon coming back 

where the Dimensional Rulers were waiting, but his eyes weren't even on them! 

They seemed to be thinking of innumerable things as at this juncture, his Will was reading the total 

number of Loot he had attained and accumulated from 897 NULLITY Beasts that he killed today! 

<8970 Shards of Concept Modifiers have been obtained.> 

<8970 Shards of NULLITY have been obtained.> 

<8970 Ingots of NULLINIUM have been obtained.> 

<897 All Source Enhancer has been attained.> 

A hefty bundle of Loot. 

Especially the All Source Enhancers that equated to 5 Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas…and could 

be utilized for many things as they ranged from elevating Dimensions all the way to Noah's newly forged 

Infinite Forge to increase its loot output and quality, as well as making it Quintessential! 

From Lavalliere's words, the being who exceeded Noah to make a Quintessential Reality Altering 

Construct had to have used something outside of the Barren Lands. 

If that was the case, then the All Source Enhancer had their source as the NULLITY Beasts that also 

stemmed outside of the Barren Lands, so Noah would soon be upgrading his Construct with similar 

resources as the unfathomable being that exceeded him in this aspect! 

The boons were abundant as his Main Body would be the one to organize and utilize them. 



His Avalon Dimensional Chassis had Dimensional Rulers to reign in and talk to! 

As wars bloomed in some areas, alliances were forged in others. 

An existence known as the Seeker of Knowledge had granted them shocking information while seeking 

an alliance between Dimensional forces. 

Her golden visage with wings of light and a pulsing halo made one feel an air of reverence and 

suffocation, but Noah came close without being affected by her reverential air and smile while he spoke 

calmly- the Sword of Avalon moving to open up a gateway at the same time! 

<Why don't we have a dialog in the Avalon Dimension? You can attend the official anointing of the 

Imperius Avallonis.> 

…! 

He spoke grand words while the eyes of Avalon Dimensional Rulers flashed, Guinevere also raising her 

brows as this was something new Noah was ushering forth- but she was among the first to go towards 

the Dimensional Gateway leading to the Avalon Dimension as they were finished here! 

The Seeker of Knowledge smiled with her eyes as her vibrant authority spread out to gaze towards the 

direction of Golden clad Dream Dimensional Rulers who had cold expressions. 

<And the Rulers from the missing Dream Dimension?> 

<They may be joining us later.> The other clone of Noah to remain behind now stood beside Eowyn and 

the Dream Dimensional Rulers as the Seeker only smiled deeper seeing this scene! 

As if she had affirmed just how high the status of Noah was as his words affected the path that all 

Dimensional Rulers here took. 

As she had seen with the connections of Providence surging towards him before. 

<Very well.> 

Carrying her vibrant authority, she floated across the Dimensional Gateway into the Avalon Dimension 

along with Noah's Avalon Dimensional Chassis and Avalon Dimensional Rulers! 

SHIING! 

The gate closed soon after as only Dream Dimensional Rulers were left behind. 

The Aged and prominent face of the Old Dreamer and others turned towards the remaining clone of 

Noah. 

The Longest Dream released a brilliant luster of Absolute Dream Authority that bloomed into a circular 

domain that covered all of them! 

He then gazed with luminous eyes towards Noah's figure that his daughter remained close to as he 

asked. 

<Where is our home?> 



WAA! 

Yes! 

The Dimensional Rulers still had no more idea than other Rulers just what state the Dream Dimension 

was in right now as since they knew the being who everything centered on, they now sought their 

home! 

But this brought about a certain problem. 

<Your home…is near my home.> 

BZZT! 

Noah's eyes shone with brilliance as he waved his hands and caused a film of light to erupt that showed 

a portion of the Infinite Dimensional Reality. 

It showed the vibrant and reformed Dream Dimension! 

It showed the grand looking sandy gold planar floor and vibrant golden Cosmos that all swirled with the 

Decretum of Dreams and gave off the sense of familiarity that they knew. 

<As Dimensional Rulers of the Dream Dimension, I have no right to deny you entry to your own homes- 

there is only the issue of me being extremely overprotective of my own home as I've hidden it away 

where others cannot easily access. To allow you all free entrance and access into this region…I would 

need some assurances.> 

…! 

It was only a single clone present, but the waves of tyranny were palpable as Noah had grand designs. 

Grand designs that Eowyn could feel at this moment as her eyes carried a trace of nervousness as she 

gazed between Noah and her Father, as well as the rest of the Dream Dimensional Rulers! 

This was because she knew Noah's nature, and she saw that at this juncture while he had already 

attained the Dream Dimension…he wanted to put the Dream Dimensional Rulers under his heel, or else 

they would not even get to step foot in their home Dimension again! 

<Hmph.> 

A snort rang out as a Ruler blazed with authority  

<I tire of this childish power play, even if you hold the ears of the Avalonian Dimensional Rulers and 

Eowyn stands beside you. Do…you really think you can even deny those who have gained the 

recognition of the Source of Dreams into the Dream Dimension itself?> 

 WAA! 

The Aged Slumber, The Dimensional Ruler of Nightmares- Jajagan, spoke out as his constantly changing 

form was the first to challenge Noah's tyranny! 

Chapter 2080 Undeniable! 
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Dimensional Ruler. 

This wasn't simply a mere title as to gain it, one had to have the recognition of a Dimension while 

achieving the stage of integrating with Nature. 

They had to have the capability to bear the distinction from a Source of Nature! 

The Dimensions were Sources of Nature as all Dimensional Rulers upon being granted this title…were 

granted a link to the Source. 

Jajagan was a variation of a Nightmare from the Dream Dimension as he was connected to the Source of 

Dreams! 

It was difficult to connect to the newly reformed Dream Dimension before as everything about its old 

structure had disappeared, with the Source being the only thing preserved as the Dream Dimensional 

Rulers were not able to feel the Source that easily. 

But now that they were shown scenes of it before their eyes, their Inherent link to the Source of Dreams 

strengthened. 

Jajagan was the first to heavily grasp onto this connection he had as he spoke freely before Noah's 

visage! 

<I have lived for too many billions of years and seen many existences that wish to stand above all others. 

I have dreamt for Trillions of more years as I have yet to bend my knee to any others. If that is the 

assurance you sought…you will not be receiving it from me as I shall simply flow towards the Source of 

Dreams I am connected to.> 

WAA! 

The Wills of Nature Integration existences were powerful and hard to bend. 

Guinevere was a special case due to her link with the Sword of Avalon as all others…it would be 

extremely arduous to get them to bend the knee! 

So Noah watched on coldly as he stopped Eowyn from saying anything while Jajagan tried to access the 

Dream Dimension. 

He gazed at the radiant golden cosmos above sandy golden dunes in the illusory scene that Noah 

showed as in a short period of time… 

SHIING! 

A golden Dimensional Gateway began to form in this blank void as Jajagan released a harrumph, but at 

the same time…his experience also caused a foreboding feeling to bloom! 

He saw the gaze on Noah's expression remain placid. 

He saw the Longest Dream, the Old Dreamer, and others look on carefully as even they were seeing just 

what would occur next! 



But he was confident in his connection to the Source of Dreams. This gateway before him would lead 

one directly into the Dream Dimension! 

So he floated towards it and stepped in to wipe away any feelings of hesitation. 

And an instant later… 

BOOOM! 

The Dimensional Gateway trembled and shot out his regal figure with utmost authority! 

…! 

The visage of Jajagan reformed from an ever-changing nightmare and onto an exceedingly handsome 

middle aged man with tendrils of smoky hair, his expression showing utmost shock and disbelief. 

The rest of the Dream Dimensional Rulers became somber as their gazes locked onto the Dimensional 

Gateway that remained calm- showing everything was working as it should but shockingly…there was a 

rejection from the very Source that Jajagan was trying to reach! 

<Impossible!> 

The Aged Slumber didn't believe it as he shot towards the gateway again, only for the same result to 

repeat as he truly faced an undeniable authority that would not allow him entry to the Source of Dreams 

he was connected to! 

<How is this possible…?> 

He could only stare forth in shock as he eventually turned his eyes towards the calm existence who 

seemingly knew all this would happen. 

And how could he not? 

After all, the feature of <Absolute Authority> was working and displaying its undeniable authority! 

The feature that granted Noah the authority of allowing or disallowing Entry into the Gourmandizing 

Dimensional Reality for those who have been branded as the Rulers of the Source! 

It displayed its power now as it left Dream Dimensional Rulers utterly dumbfounded. 

The Longest Dream and the Dreamer of Providence were the ones retaining their calm as Eowyn's father 

spoke out coldly. 

<You said you wanted assurances?> 

Assurance! 

This word could be used for many things as Noah retained his grandeur amidst all the Dimensional 

Rulers while speaking calmly. 

<Assurance that my home you all will also have access to will be safe and remain hidden. You don't even 

have to make this assurance with me if it seems like I am trying to stand above you all…you can make 



this assurance with the very Source of the Dream Dimension you all are already connected to. That is 

all.> 

…! 

A simple task. 

Noah even removed himself from the equation as he told the Dream Dimensional Rulers to bind 

themselves to merely the Source of Dreams! 

But….they didn't know how Fundamental of a change the Dream Dimension had undergone. 

They did not know that the very Source of Dreams would fall under Noah's full control in only a matter 

of time as his Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality was already assimilating the Latent Will of the Dream 

Dimension! 

BZZZT! 

Absolute Dream Authority began to rage as the Longest Dream was the first to make a move. 

He reached into his authority as a Dream Dimensional Ruler to connect to its source and make a binding 

agreement with it while putting the very title and understanding of the Decretum of Dreams on the line. 

After the Longest Dream, the Old Dreamer followed soon after. 

Besides Noah, Eowyn couldn't watch. 

She sighed as she truly had to remain quiet while her father and other Dimensional Rulers bound 

themselves to something they didn't fully understand! 

The Source of the Dream Dimension…it would all fall under Noah in time as the Dream Dimensional 

Rulers bound to it…ah! 

Yet she watched it happen. 

In fact, she even facilitated it as she stood beside Noah as a sign of trust until Absolute Dream Authority 

wrapped and bound the Dream Dimensional Rulers here in a unique manner! 

When it was done, Jajagan had a somber expression as he was the first to go into the Dimensional 

Gateway again. 

And this time… 

SHAA! 

There was no rebound or denial as he passed through. 

<...> 

The Old Dreamer's aged face was sharp as he was the next one to go in along with the injured Dreamer 

of Ages, Eowyn then floating towards her father and nodding towards him as the two of them followed 

soon after! 



Waves of Providence shone brightly as on this day, multiple Nature Integration Realm experts passed 

through a Dimensional Gateway to arrive in what they believed to be the new location of the Dream 

Dimension. 

They instead stepped into Noah's Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality!  

 


